1. Reduction to solvable groups and split extensions. Let 1 -+ N ->,E -• e G -• 1 be an exact sequence of groups, and let U be a subgroup of E such that 1/ • i(N) = £. Let E* be the semidirect product ([/, iV), where the action of U on JV is given by n u = i" 1 (u~ 1 i{n)u\ for n e JV, u e U. Let the mapping rj : E* -• E be defined by */((M, n)) = wi(n). One verifies easily that rj is an epimorphism with kernel U n iN, and the diagram 1 -+ N -> £* -> U -» 1 I I I" I e 1-N-E -G-> 1 commutes and has exact rows, where £*((M, n)) = M for (M, n) G £*, i*(n) = (l,n).
Let an embedding problem P = P(K/k, S, y) be given and let C/ be as above. We define the embedding problem P x = P(X//c, S^y) where Sj is the sequence 1 -• i~l{U n iN) -•, 1/ -• e G -> 1. Suppose Pj has a solution (L u p l ). We then define the embedding problem P^P^/ZcZ^) where Z 2 is 1 -* JV -•,• £* -• 8 « C/ -+ 1. Suppose P 2 has a solution (L 2 , j? 2 )« Let L be the fixed field of the kernel of t]P 2 :E 2 -> E, let E = Gal(L//c), N = Gal(L/K), and let /? be defined by means of the commutative diagram E 2 "^E* | Res |" E r E One verifies that (L, /?) is a solution to P, hence THEOREM 1. If the embedding problems P l9 P 2 have successive solutions, then so does P.
A GROUP-THEORETIC LEMMA. Let E be a finite group, N a normal subgroup. Then there exists a subgroup UofE such that UN -E and U n N is nilpotent, and such that ifE/N is nilpotent, then U is nilpotent.
Indeed, one shows that a minimal subgroup U such that UN = E does the trick. Theorem 1 and the above lemma yield (where E £ is the exact sequence 1 -• N t -% E t -^ G t -> 1), in which in P x : N x is nilpotent ; ifG x is solvable, then E x is solvable; ifG 1 is nilpotent, then E x is nilpotent; in P 2 : 2 2 splits.
2. On Ikeda's theorem. Theorem 1 furnishes a proof of the following theorem of Ikeda ([1], [2] ): let fe be a number field, P = P(K/k, S, y) an embedding problem with JV abelian. If P has an improper solution, then P has a proper solution.
Let {L l9 p x ) be an improper solution to P. Setting U = Pi(E), where E = Gal(L/fe), we have Ui(N) = E. Moreover (L l5 p^ is a proper solution to P x = P(K/k, Si, 7), with P x defined as in Theorem 1. In P 2 (defined as in Theorem 1), Z 2 splits and N is abelian. But Scholz [3] proved in 1929 that every embedding problem P(K/k, I, y) with fc a number field, N abelian, and Z split, has a (proper) solution. Ikeda's theorem now follows from Theorem 1.
Irreducible embedding problems.
Let an embedding problem P = P(K/k, I, y) be given. Suppose H is a normal subgroup of E, H niN = 1. Consider the exact and commutative diagram
where 0,9' are canonical, and i\ e' are defined so that the diagram commutes. There results a "reduced" embedding problem P' = P{K'/k, 2', y') where X' is the fixed field of y" i e(H\ E' the bottom row of the above diagram, and y':G/y~1eH -> G/sH is induced by y. P' is called an irreducible embedding problem. REMARK. Schreier's conjecture states that the outer automorphism group of a finite simple group is solvable. If P = P(K/k, 2, y) is an embedding problem with JV simple (nonabelian), Theorem 3 reduces P to the case G solvable, provided Schreier's conjecture is correct. But then Theorem 2 reduces P to the pair P i9 P 2 in which E 1 is solvable and 2 2 splits. Of course it is required that L U L 2 satisfy the appropriate disjointness condition of Theorem 4.
Localizability of an embedding problem.
Let k be a number field, K/k a finite Galois extension. Let g be a prime of fe, and assume k is contained in the completion k fl of k at g, and that k Q is contained in an algebraic closure £ fi of fc g . Let a K be an embedding of K into £ fl extending the inclusion map of k into U Q , and inducing a prime p of K. (r^ induces an isomorphism <r£ : G(K p //c g ) -> G(p), where K p =_fc 8 • ^(K), G = Gal(K/k), and G(p) is the decomposition group of p in G. (T$ is given by c^(0)(x) = ^ ^(x), Ö e G(K p //c g ), x e X.
Let an embedding problem P = P(K/k, 2, 7) be given. There is induced a local embedding problem P p = P(K p /k Q , 2 p , y p ), where 2 P is the exact sequence 1 -> JV -•, E p -+ £p G p -> 1, in which G p = y(G(p)) 9 E p = e p " X (G P ), e p = e| £p ,andy p = yof. P) is a solution to P. Let a L be an extension of a K to L, q the prime of L induced by <r L , and let L q = fc fl <7 L (L). Then (Z^ /? q ) is an improper solution to P p , where /? q = perlât defined analogous to a%. By the localization hypothesis J?(P) we mean the following: let an embedding problem P = P (K/k, E, y) be given, k a number field. Let S be a finite set of primes of fc, and let there be associated with each g e S a prime p of K dividing g together with an embedding a K defined as above. Let P p denote the local embedding problem induced by P for each g e S.
Suppose (L,
Suppose that for each g e S, the set 3^ of improper solutions to P p is not empty. Now let there be chosen from each 5^8 an improper solution (L p , P p ). Then, there exists a finite Galois extension L/fc, L => K, such that Gdl(L/K) s N, and the following hold: (i) for each g e S, there exists an extension a L of a K to L such that fc n <r L (L) = L p , and (ii) there is an isomorphism <x:N -* N (N = Gal(L/K)) such that for each g e S, the diagram 1. a is congruent to 1 mod g for every divisor g of e in fc which is prime top.
2. a is congruent to 1 mod g ffl for every divisor g of p in fc, where t fl is chosen sufficiently large so that every element which is congruent to 1 mod g r n is the pth power of an element of fc.
3. a is congruent mod g 0 to a root of unity in fc fl which is not a pth power, where g 0 is any prime different from all g in 1 and 2 above.
Because of the way a is chosen, all the divisors of e in fc split completely in K. Finally, let y be any isomorphism from G = Gal(X/fc) onto G = E/N. Then, the embedding problem P = P (K/k, E, y) is not localizable.
REMARK. The only general method known for constructing extensions K of an arbitrary number field k with arbitrary solvable Galois group G is that of Safarevic [4] . All the extensions K/k that he constructs have the property that every prime divisor of the order of G in fc splits completely in K. The example above shows that Safarevic's method, together with the localization hypothesis, is not sufficient to solve the inverse problem of Galois Theory.
